
GoDEX AG1000F Series
Round Product Labellers

Print labels and automatically wrap around 
cylindrical products including bottles, jars, tins 
and pots with the same professional results 
as an inline labeller... for a fraction of the 
price.

Bottles, jars, tins, pots, tubes... label any 
cylindrical product from 20 to 120mm diame-
ter efficiently and accurately. Simply place the 
product on the drive rollers and lower the 
smoothing roller to start labelling.

professional labelling...
...on a budget

scan to see video
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Printer:
Print method:
Print resolution:
Label width:
Product diameter:
Label wrap speed:
Dimensions LxWxH:
Weight:
Standard interfaces:
Optional interfaces:
Warranty:

 
GoDEX ZX1200i, ZX1300i or ZX1600i 
Thermal transfer or direct thermal
200, 300 or 600dpi
25 to 118mm (height on product)
20 to 120mm
50 to 100mm/sec
800-940 x 350 x 330mm including printer
8Kg excluding printer / 22Kg including printer
Ethernet, USB and serial
WiFi, Bluetooth and parallel
3 years

Specification AG1000F

The AG1000F system can be 
used to apply labels up to 118mm 
wide (height on bottle) with print 
resolution of 200, 300 or 600dpi 
using a GoDEX ZX1000i series 
printer.

For larger labels, the AG1060F 
can be used to apply labels up to 
178mm wide with a print resolu-
tion of 200 or 300dpi using a 
GoDEX EZ6000i series printer.

versatile range

Rims, lids and lips can be easily accommodated by 
moving the drive rollers to  position where they are 
avoided.

For labelling shallow pots and tins, the optional side 
support pin or funnel plates can be added to keep 
the product correctly aligned.

For bottles requiring front-and-back labels to be 
evenly spaced, the optional regitration sensor can 
be used to detect the position of the first label and 
automatically apply the second label in the correct 
position.

features and options

AG1060F  
GoDEX EZ6250i or EZ6350i
Thermal transfer or direct thermal
200 or 300dpi
50 to 178mm (height on product)
20 to 120mm
50 to 100mm/sec
850-990 x 350 x 330mm including printer
8Kg excluding printer / 25Kg including printer
Ethernet, USB and serial
Parallel
Applicator 3 years / printer 5 years

Options:
 

Suport pin or funnel for narrow products, registration for front-back labelling, stand-alone kit for 
operation without a PC connected, various software options (GoLabel included free-of-charge).
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